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MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC COLLECTORS
Membership starts on election, of which applicants will be notified, and will last for one
calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current year will be sent to
members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates
are half of the adult rate until the 18th birthday.
All applications should be made to the Secretary.
Subscription rates for 2010 are:
U.K. £14.00; Europe, £17.00 (€ 24, $US 35).
Outside Europe, £19.00 (€ 27, $US 39, $AU 42)
Acceptable forms of payment: Sterling, $US, $Australian or € currency notes; Sterling
cheques; PayPal - in £ sterling .

Notice for participants in the International Packet
Please ensure that the Packet is forwarded as soon as possible, and that
the Packet Manager is informed.when passed on.
Notification of mailing is very important to track the Packet.
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FRONT PAGE
2010 continues to be a busy year. The Olympic Collectors Fair in Cologne, was followed by
London 2012 Festival of Stamps, and we now have the announced stamp issue by Royal Mail in
July.
Your committee have been active so far, and a number of us will be engaged in producing
souvenirs for the July issue.
The Cologne and London events both saw us attract new members, and at London the interest
was evenly divided between the Olympics and SmartStamps.
Between Cologne and London, we received the news of the death of Juan Antonio Samaranch,
on which more comment will be found in this issue.
We have been suffering exceptional losses (or non-delivery) of SmartStamp items, please read
the details on page 78 and report any sightings of our missing covers.

Olympic Collectors Fair, Cologne
The 15th World Olympic Collectors Fair was held in Cologne on the 16-18th April, 2010. As a
result of the impact of the ash cloud on flights, a substantial number of declared attendees had
to make alternative travel arrangement or abort their trip.
Attendance at the dinner on the 16th. hosted by the I.O.C. was close to capacity, and a number
of European collectors (notably our Norwegian colleagues), took to the roads and managed to
attend the dinner despite being unable to stay for the following days events.
A meeting of FIPO representatives took place during the afternoon of the 16th., to allow David
Maiden (IOC Olympic Collectors Commission), to explain the current status of FIPO, and table
proposals for the future. David also announced his departure from a full time position on the
OCC at the end of May.

OCC and
FIPO
delegates
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The Collectors Fair was jointly
hosted by the IOC (the
reception dinner) and IMOS as
the host collectors society, and
both excelled in making visitors
welcome.

A joint UK, Polish and German
table at the reception dinner.

The venue, aided by the weather made this a truly memorable social event, which continued late
into the night after the fair closed. The UK contingent (or most of us) were fairly restrained and
back at our hotel by midnight, but the fact that our initial group of six never dined in the evening
in a group smaller the thirteen, illustrates the social nature of the event. The opportunities for
outdoor dining were difficult to resist given the choice of restaurants and the weather.
Trading at the fair was brisk on Saturday, and I am sure that most attending will have found
material of interest. A few of our colleagues who had driven substantial distances overnight
were however looking the worse for wear by the close.
The non-collectors (the wives in the case of
the UK contingent), found the city within
easy reach and found plenty to occupy their
time, but often to returned to the veranda of
the museum for refreshments to enjoy the
views over the river.
Traditionally, the Sunday of a fair is mainly
about ensuring arrival at airports or railway
stations for the journey home.
On this occasion, it was about trying to find
a method to travel home, and on our
departure on Monday there were a number
of 'stranded' colleagues.
Travelling by car we were able to 'rescue' one fellow Brit.
The fair was used as the venue to trial an innovative style of exhibiting. A single frame, plus a
display case was provided for each entry, and material from at least two of the three collecting
disciplines (philately, numismatics and memorabilia) had to be included.
To exhibit, with such a limited amount of space and tell the story included in the title is very
challenging. The entries received were certainly interesting, and diverse.
The Grenoble article that follows is based on the one frame of an exhibit.
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Xth OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems, Icons and Mascots.
In the nineteen-sixties, following a style and fashion revolution by the youth of the western world,
the importance of co-ordinated, and protected design was being recognised.
The Organising Committee of the 1968 Olympic Winter Games, Grenoble, through promotional
material and the granting of licences to official sponsors, and suppliers, including permission to
use registered designs and devices, managed to surround the event with products and literature
that could be instantly identified as being associated with the Games.
In 1968, this approach to managing style and design was still in it's infancy, and alternative
images and designs that would now be considered as 'pirate' marketing, are easy to find.
Philatelic material, postcards, literature and memorabilia all demonstrate the attempts to
design, create and manage an 'image' for the Xth Olympic Winter Games.

Emblems of the Grenoble Olympic Winter Games
MPIQU6-.
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Olympic
Olympiques
NOBL.
Text

Emblemes officiel?

Olympic rings

Embleme officiel

Icons of the Grenoble Olympic Winter Games

Palais des Sports
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Mascots of the Grenoble Olympic Winter Games

Emblems, Icons and Mascots.
The Olympic Movement is now very protective of its symbols; and many jurisdictions have given
the movement exclusive rights to any interlocking arrangement of five rings, and usage of the
word "Olympic".
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A 'cover' created for staff
training at the 'Ecole de Tri' Post handling school.

The training school obviously considered the Xth Olympic Winter Games as topical and of
sufficient importancer to use a representation of an 'OLYMPIQUE GRENOBLE' franking meter
impression on this training aid, but did not use a representation of the Olympic rings.
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Postcard 3F.30411 / S.1081 Editions "J. CELLARD" - Bron.
Other uses of the text Olympique - Ville Olympique', Le Dauphine 'Olympique' appear to be
attempts to increase sales by associating products with the Olympic Winter Games.
Emblems - Olympic rings.
The rings may be produced in either an inter-locking or solid version. The solid version may be
produced only for single colour reproduction in the following colours: blue, yellow, black, green
or red from the Olympic Rings, or white, grey, gold, silver or bronze. The interlocking version
may be produced in any of the aforementioned colours, or in full colour. Reproduction on a dark
background is limited to monochromatic yellow, white, grey, gold, silver or bronze. Full colour on
a dark background is strictly forbidden.

The Olympic rings were included in the designs of promotional machine slogan cancellations,
those designated 'GRENOBLE GARE' and 'GRENOBLE annexes', used the Olympic Rings with
text.
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Examples of Olympic rings' slogan
cancellations.
The Grenoble Gare example displays
'free frank' use.
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Villard-de-Lans
vignette on cover.
The Olympic rings becamee available to the Organising Committee of
the Xth Olympic Winter Games upon the selection of Grenoble as host
city. The Olympic rings were utilised in many ways and in combination
with other design elements.
An official perforated vignette was produced for each of the venue
resorts.
The design shows three flags:
France, host nation; Olympic Flag (Rings); Dauphine., host historic
region.
Grenoble vignette
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Emblems - Olympic rings.
The Olympic rings were included
on many products to give them
'Olympic' status, and is
particulary
noticeable
on
postcards where the Olympic
rings were added to either the
face, or the back of a huge
number of cards.

Postcard 38.185.171
Editions "La Cigogne" HACHETTE,
Exclusite
Grenoble.
A tourism postcard elevated to
Olympic status by addition of
the Olympic rings to front and
back.
38.185.171 - GRENOBLE
Ville Olympique 499
Vue generale et la chain° de Belledonne
Vue aerienne et la Chartreuse
Le Telepherigue de In Bastille

Postcard 1 743
Editions "IRIS" - Compagnie
des Arts Photomecaniques,
Paris.
The Olympic rings added to a
luge event design.
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The attempts to create an association with the Olympic Winter
Games included some novel designs that were clearly intended
to represent the Olympic rings, but with sufficient variation colour, interlacing, orientation, in an attempt to avoid
infringement of copyright.
Franking machine impression from machine P 2387 used by
HOTEL 'La Farandole, with inverted representation of the
Olympic rings.

Emblems - Stylised Dolphin.
In the 11th century the Counts of Albon chose Grenoble as the capital of their territories.
The counts later took the title of Dauphins. Grenoble then became the capital of the State of
Dauphine.
The stylised dolphin that was
combined with the Olympic rings to

Coat of Arms of Dauphine

create an unofficial emblem of the Xth
Olympic Winter Games is taken from
the coat of arms of the Dauphine
region, and was also used to create
a mascot 'DOF', the dolphin.

Quartered shield, with fluers-de
lys (royal banner of France) and
the Dauphin (dolphin -"king of
fishes"), formerly eldest prince
and ruler of the province.

The stylised dolphin / rings emblem is described as "Embleme officiel" by Hachette, but does
not have the endorsement of being copyrighted by the Organising Committee of the Xth Olympic
Winter Games.
This emblem was used as a gold foil imprint on many "La Cigogne" postcards to enhance
marketing as 'Olympic' products.
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Postcard 38.185.201 Editions "La Cigogne"
Exclusito HACHETTE, Grenoble.

Postcard 38.185.202
Editions
"La Cigogne"
HACHETTE,
Exclusite
Grenoble.

GRENOBLE Ville olympique
Vue de nuit de la
nouvelle Maihe.
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GRENOBLEVille olympique
Embleme officiel.

Architectes
MM. NOVARINA - WELTI
- GIOVANNONI

Coat of Arms of
Grenoble

Emblems - Official Emblem.
Each Olympic Games has its own Olympic emblem, which is a
design integrating the Olympic rings with one or more distinctive
elements. They are created and proposed by the Organising
Committee or the National Olympic Committee of the host country.

**

The design of the official emblem of the Xth Olympic Winter Games
integrates a representation of the three red roses from the coat of
arms of Grenoble, with a stylised snowflake.

Three red roses, on
a yellow ground.

I)

.

ANCE
FOURNISSEM
OFFICIEL
Franking machine impression from machine NA 5964 used by ANCEL
DESSERTS - Official Supplier.
The official emblem of the Xth Olympic Winter Games was made available to licensed suppliers,
and some incorporated the design into their franking meter impressions.
Fr. 0,60 stamp issued 22"d
April, 1967 showing the
official emblem.

< Postcard 38.155
Production des Editions
Grenoble.
© by SPADEM et Comite d'Organisation des
X es J. 0. d'Hiver 1968
EMBLEME OFFICIEL

)( ernes JEUX OLYMPIQUES D'HIVER
GRENOBLE 1968 - FRANCE

Dessin6 par ..eice
_Avrinam
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Emblems - Official Emblem.
The official emblem appeared on the postage stamps of many countries promoting the
Olympic Winter Games around the world - or at least from countries A - Y.

sAh
A

As the principal design:
France.

Albania.

Russia.

Rumania.
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Yemen Arab Republic
The philatelic status of such issues is debatable, but they are certainly Olympic commemorative
items.

Perforated set of 'gold' designs 5 8 , 10 8 , 15 8
Imperforate set of 'silver' designs 5 B , 10 8 , 15 8
Yemen apparently decided that the design of the emblem
of the Xth Olympic Winter Games could be 'improved' by
changing the colours of the red discs to red, white and blue
of the tricolour of France.

The 'issue' of limited
edition gold foil designs
was developing as a
common practice by
agents claiming to act on
behalf of the postal
authorities of the Trucial
States and Yemen.
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Icons -Jean-Claude Killy.
Jean Claude Killy arrived at the Xth Olympic
Winter Games as an accomplished alpine
skier. Following his success in all three
alpine disciplines, he became a true icon of
French sport, and his popularity and
recognition of his achievement spread
worldwide.
Philatelic
agents
certainly saw an
opportunity
to
boost their clients
sales - often with
dubious products.

Ras Al Khaima
.
September 1969.
5 Ris. J-C. Killy

The iconic status of Jean Claude Killy was
confirmed when he was honoured as a
sportsman of the 20th century.

Al hough Jean Claude Killy was born close
to Paris, he was considered as a resident
of Val d'Isere having spent most of his life
in the resort.
The local ski domains are known as the
'espace Killy'.
Postcard 5687 Editions "TELE" Annecy. 73 - VAL D7SERE Reception
des Champions Olympiaues 1968.
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Icons - Palais des Sports.
Grenoble enjoyed significant development as
a result of being selected as host of the Xth
Olympic Winter Games.
The architecture during this period produced a
number of eye-catching municipal and public
buildings, but the Palais des Sport, a new
Olympic venue presented views that would
become known around the world.
Postcard 38.185.204
Editions "La Cigogne" - Grenoble.

STA:

NOBL

Postcard 38.196
Editions "Andre" - Grenoble.

Postcard 38.185.227
Editions "La Cigogne" - Grenoble.
Postcard 38.185.226
Editions "La Cigogne"
Grenoble.

_

The Palais des sports, Grenoble is an indoor ice hockey arena.
It was built in 1967 and holds 12,000 spectators. The ice
hockey games of the 1968 Winter Olympics were held in this
arena.
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Icons - Palais des Sports.
A selection of views of the Palais des Sports that are available on postcards from a variety of
publishers.

Postcard 38.185.211
Editions "La Cigogne" - Grenoble.

Postcard 38.185.321
Editions "La Cigogne" - Grenoble.

Postcard 38.205 Editions "Andre" - Grenoble.

Postcard 38.185.14
Editions "La Cigogne" - Grenoble.

Postcard A CI. 563-51
Editions "CIM"
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Mascots - "Shuss".
"Shuss" is often
listed as the first but
unofficial Olympic
mascot, although he
is mentioned in the
Official report.
Shuss made his
debut on French
television, so was
not availble to be
adopted as an
exclusive device by
the Organising
Committee.

'Yvon' as postcard publishers, and
THIENY S.A., had no doubts about the
status of Shuss, and a series
of eight postcards are captioned:
'SHUSS Personnage officiel des
Xes Jeux Olympiques d'hiver.
Creation Aline Lafargue.'
THIENEY used one of the postcards to
promote models of Shuss.

One of the nicknames attributed to Shuss, as the
'Skiing sperm' was to prove ironic, as he became
the founder of an ongoing dynasty of Olympic
mascots.

SHUSS
Cad!Ion Arms lolorgu4
Prompt aMelol dot
jtm plympiquo dhlwr

Mucous des Sport, Myer
"MUSS" personnitiera too les
Amateurs de Helot
La reslisation en tout textile
a etii coot*
THIENNOT S. A.
to, PINEY (Aube)
Telephone: 20
Qui voce propose un "Down
Centimetres" avec cordon,* de
stopension,
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Mascots - "DOF" Le Dauphin.
"DOF" is featured on a set of six
appliqué postcards published by
'HACHETTE' - the cards use a dense
felt material for the body of DOF.
Designs are attributed to:
M - CHEVALIER

38.185.20D - GRENOBLE - Ville olympique
" DOF " In Dauphin personnaqe officiel
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Postcard 38.195.200, issued by
HACHETTE, under their "La Cigogne"
brand, attributes official status to DOF.

Juan Antonio Samaranch
Bob Farley
Juan Antonio Samaranch, 1920 - 2010, served as President of the International Olympic
Committee from 1980 - 2001, and during his period in office is credited with rebuilding the
stability and financial security of the Olympic movement.
Many biographical publications about Juan Antonio Samaranch have been written, and no doubt
more will now appear, most will deal with his political and sports administration roles, and many
will contain controversial interpretation or comment on his achievements.
As collectors of Olympic material, we have another, less controversial reason for honouring the
memory of Juan Antonio Samaranch.
He was a collector - a philatelist with an interest and thematic collection based on sport, and
particularly the Olympic Games. The collection that he formed of early sports stamps in blocks of
four can be seen at the Olympic Museum in Lausanne, where it has undergone substantial
remounting over many years.
The passion that Juan Antonio Samaranch felt for philately, and his support was instrumental in
the founding of F.I.P.O., and later the Olympic Collectors Commission, with numismatic and
memorabilia groups.
The establishment of regular Olympic themed exhibitions, Olymphilex, and more recently the
Olympic Expo came about as a result of his enthusiasm and support.
The influence that he exerted as a result of his position as President of the 1.0.C., served to
secure support for these these exhibitions, in the form of funding and participation. This is
demonstrated by the amount of material produced by postal administrations on the occasion of
the first Olymphilex, held in Lausanne in 1985, and their support, expressed by their attendance
at the exhibition.
Juan Antonio Samaranch regularly attended these exhibitions, and invariably would participate in
escorted tours of the exhibits, and the stand holders - particularly those occupied by the
collectors. There can be very few attendees at an Olymphilex who have not met with, and
exchanged some words with Juan Samaranch. I particularly remember that he requested the
opportunity to view Jack Murray's exhibit at Philafoot in Paris, and disappeared with Jack to
spend over thirty minutes viewing the exhibit and questioning Jack about items.
Olympic collectors, and philatelists in particular have lost a very strong advocate of their cause,
and I am sure that many of us will remember Juan Samaranch for the interest he created in our
hobby. The benefits that have been gained because we had the enthusiastic support of the 'man
at the top' should never be forgotten, and for this reason, and our interest on the Olympic
movement we should honour the memory of Juan Antonio Samaranch.
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Promotion / publicity for Olymphilex 1985

EXPOSITION INTERELLTIDNALE DE PHILATEUE CLYNIPIQUE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC STAMP EXHIBMON

I.O.C. cover with the logo of
Olymphilex 1985, and promotional
franking meter.

LAUSANNE
15-24 III $5
PAWS DE BEAULIEU

2

CLUB PHILATELIQUE
SAINT-IMIER

FM..3.517.064 NTERNADONALE
DE P40.,ATELIf OtYMP/GUE

Monsieur
Assemblee generale

Andre FREY

Comae

Seances

6 MARS 1985
2 0 MARS 1985

rue dv .5gaell

Et 20...c9a.

5

Swiss philatelic society postal
notification of a club meeting with
Olymphilex 1985 / F.I.P.O,
promotional vignette.

Au local habituel
yak au dos
les communications eventuelles !
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Philatelic souvenirs - Olymphilex 1985.
Swiss post office

Cqm*Intotnalortai (firrrocut

Rameem

Registered post card, from Olymphilex
1985, with commemorative
handstamp.

640

494.113544 ,(64a7N14#
i Ve...16141,414

VoN0104,0,

1000 Lausanne

of Hans Erns

075
Postal administrations
This selection of illustrated items clearly demonstrates the support that was solicited from postal
administrations. These items all incorporate the Olymphilex 1985 logo.
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The legacy of this initial Olymphilex exhibition and associated collectors fair has continued until
Olympic Expo 2008 held in conjunction with the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, and the Olympic
Collectors Fair in Cologne, Germany in 2010.
These events have provided opportunities for collectors to socialise, trade and share
experiences and knowledge of the Olympic movement for a quarter of a century, thanks to the
realisation of Juan Antonio Samaranch's concept.
Without these occasions, there would be many Olympic collectors around the world who would
not have met and had their hobby enriched by the contacts made.
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LONDON 2010 FESTIVAL OF STAMPS
London 2010 FESTIVAL OF STAMPS, the International philatelic exhibition traditionally staged
each decade in London appeared attractive to collectors of Olympic material when first
announced. The early announcements for London 2010 had included plans for theme days including 'Olympic Day', and a philatelic passport. Participation of a high number of postal
administrations was also suggested, with the prospect of obtaining Beijing 2008, and Vancouver
2010 material 'direct from source'.
For the S.O.C., an exciting opportunity arose when we were invited to assist with a booth
secured by the 1.0.C., and to treat the booth as our home base during the exhibition. The booth
was originally booked in expectation that plans would be sufficiently advanced to promote the
exhibition to be held in conjunction with the London 2012 Olympic Games (Olympic Expo or
equivalent).
The continuing negotiations to secure sponsorship and a venue for 2012 had not advanced to
the point where a firm announcement could be made, and the booth was used as an opportunity
to solicit the views and interest of visitors in attending an exhibition during the Olympic Games.
Stocks of I.O.C. and S.O.C. material were also offered for sale.
The change in use of the booth, was matched by changes in the expectations of the London
2010 event. The theme days and the philatelic passport were dropped from the programme, and
the attendance by postal administrations was far lower than forecast.

In anticipation of the philatelic passport, the
I.O.C. philatelic department prepared a cachet
for use at the exhibition.
This actually proved very popular with visitors
as there were very few opportunities to create
philatelic souvenirs of a visit to London 2010.
Use of the cachet was offered on all items
purchased.

Stamp World
LONDON
2010
lFST1,1

Exhibitions

;r4MI:

8-15 May 2010

S.O.C. had originally planned to produce a SmartStamp to commemorate the planned 'Olympic
Day', but plans had to change when our enquiries to establish the date designated
produced the answer that the theme days had been dropped.
As the death of Juan Antonio Samaranch had just been announced, approval was sought and
obtained to produce a SmartStamp in his memory and in recognition of his support to Olympic
philatelists.
Permission was also sought at a very late stage to produce a SmartStamp promoting the London
2012 Olympic Games, and permission was granted on the 10th. May. The 'Towards London
2012' SmartStamp was made available on the 11th,
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Juan Antonio
Samaranch

I.O.C. President
/ 1980-2001

41711

ROYAL MAIL
•6111'.1,

POSIAGE PAD GI"

10.05.10

From the opening of the exhibition on 8th May, a cover with a 1st. Class SmartStamp 'Juan
Antonio Samaranch' was offered for sale to visitors for their use as a souvenir to mail. The
covers were valid for use until 10.05.10. All unsold copies were mailed at the close of the
exhibition on the 10th, and were offered for sale as used covers from the 11.05.10.
To cater for overseas visitors, a number of Airmail (Europe) covers were produced and offered
as above.
All of these SmartStamps were laser printed direct onto official envelopes provided by the I.O.C.
philatelic department.
Used copies of the cover were distributed to all members of the I.O.C. with the compliments of
the S.O.C., and with the assistance of the I.O.C. philatelic department.

Juan Antonio
Samaranch
1.0.C. President
/ 1980-2001
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The 'Towards London 2012' SmartStamp utilising the pictogram of the modern pentathlon was
offered for sale on the 11th May, valid for postage until 12.05.10 - the result of printing between
0:01 and 1:00am, on the 11th May, in readiness to transport to the exhibition before opening).
1st. class covers were offered for sale for visitors to mail on the 11th. and 12th., Airmail covers
were produced valid for postage until the 13.05.10., with used covers available on subsequent
dates. This SmartStamp was reprinted on 14th, May, valid for use until 17.05.10 to allow sales
of 'mint' covers on the 14th and 15th, May. All unsold stocks were mailed for future sale as used
covers.
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The 1st. class 'Towards London 2012' SmartStamp used on cover with the 1.0.0 cachet for
London 2010.
Special handstamps were available during the London 2010 exhibition. Rumours circulated that
these would be available on a hand-back basis to visitors, but this was another expectation that
was not realised. Special posting boxes for the handstamps were situated near to the Royal Mail
stand for the covers to be collected and processed at the Special Handstamp Centre.
Hand-back facilities had raised the prospect of using a special handstamp on a SmartStamp
cover where a make-up value had been applied. Bob Wilcock had a discussion with a member
of the Royal Mail staff on the 8th', that led us to believe that it would be possible to mail
SmartStamp covers with make up values to be cancelled with the special handstamp providing
the valid by date corresponded with the date of the handstamp requested.
It was decided to 'test' this process on the 10th. May with the 'Samaranch' SmartStamp, and on
the 14th. May with the 'Towards London 2012' SmartStamp.
The outcome was interesting. Covers were accepted, and received the requested special
handstamps, and we thought that we would be able to offer the first covers with a
commemorative SmartStamp and special handstamp to members when a small number of the
'Samaranch' covers were received in after only a few days.
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One of the 'Samaranch' 2nd. Class SmartStamp covers, with make-up value to 1st. Class,
cancelled by the London 2010 FESTIVAL OF STAMPS special handstamp, which may be the
first use of a SmartStamp in combination with a special handstamp.
Our intention to offer these covers to members was however thwarted by the fact that our initial
feeling of success was short-lived when the remaining covers failed to arrive.
On reflection, we should have realised that there was a potential problem, because the initial
covers were delivered without the protective covering used by the Special Handstamp Centre,
but without and transit or sorting marks. This suggests that the covers had been removed from
the protective wrappers in the latter stages of the delivery process, which was not necessary to
fulfil delivery.
The 'Towards London 2012' covers mailed on the 14th., were all received, batched 10-15 covers
in each protective wrapper.
Following significant losses of 'signed for' SmartStamp covers earlier in 2010 (20 lost!), it would
appear that there is a problem with delivery of Olympic related items in the Chelmsford /
Brentwood area - the 'Towards London' covers were mailed to Worcester.
The encryption codes of all covers 'lost' are known, if any copies of the 'Samaranch'
covers illustrated at the head of this page are seen offered for sale please notify a
committee member or the police immediately.
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Towards London 2012

147.10

LONDON
2010

(66)

ESTTVAL Of SWAMPS

I Nil:RN:AT I ONf' I.
0 LYN'S P IC
COMMI E.

14TH MAY 2310

R Farley
3 Wain Green
Long Meadow
Worcester
W R4 OHP
'Towards London 2012' 2nd. Class SmartStamp covers, with make-up value to 1st. Class,
cancelled by the London 2010 FESTIVAL OF STAMPS special handstamp - the second attempt
to achieve a SmartStamp / special handstamp combination.
For those members who were unable to attend the London 2010 exhibition, the following
SmartStamp covers are currently available. Stocks are limited, and orders will be processed on
a first -come, first-served basis. Please address all orders to:
Bob Wilcock, 24 Hamilton Crescent, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5ES
Please remember to add postage costs.
'Samaranch' SmartStamp

'Towards London 2012'
SmartStamp

1st Class
2nd. Class
Airmail

£1.50
n/a
£2,00

1st Class
2nd. Class
Airmail

£1.50
£2,00
£2,00

Postage per order:
United Kingdom - £0.50
Europe - £1.00
Rest of World £2.00

Payment: By cheque (UK only), payable to Society of Olympic Collectors
PayPal in £ sterling to marathon@societyofolympiccollectors.org
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London 2012 - 2010 Royal Mail stamp issue
The 2010 series of stamps has been announced for release on July 27th.

Rowing Paralympic
Shooting
Modern Pentathlon
Taekwondo

Cycling
Table Tennis Paralympic
Hockey

The issue will be accompanied by the
London 2012 Countdown Coin Cover II ,
with an inset limited edition £5 coin,
priced at £17.50. (Code AN065)
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A Presentation Pack,
with text provided by
Ian Cole, former Daily
Mail Sports News
Editor will be available
priced at £4.60 (Code
AP333).

THE OLYMPIC & PARALYMPIC GAMES
-Plow 4i3N FOR 2012

Other associated products will also be released. These will include:
- Set of 10 stamp cards,
- First Day Cover envelopes,
- Serviced philatelic first day covers,
- Olympic and Paralympic Games (II) Commemorative Sheet (listed on the Royal Mail website,
but with the 2009 sheet illustrated).
Royal Mail will also supply Royal Mint products:
- Olympic Countdown Coin Pack 2010,
- Olympic Countdown Silver Proof Coin 2010.
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Two of the stamps from this series will also be released in self adhesive versions, with
decorative surrounds on the 27th. July.
As the release date is the same as the gummed sheet stamps, the opportunity to use both
versions of these two designs on the same cover will exist.
Olympic and Paralympic Games (II) Retail Stamp Book 3
The first of two retail stamp books to be issued in 2010 featuring stamps from this issue, the
stamps selected are rowing and table tennis alongside four 1st Class Machins.
A further retail stamp book will be issued on 12 October featuring soccer and BMX biking.

Games:
Antal Stationery #' theI f 2 0
Tie Semi-Vega( lbstat Calik ligagens Boallsoy
by Lau
The definitive study of the rare and elusive 1928 Olympic Games
semi-official postal cards printed by the Huygens Bookshop of The
Hague. Published in full color by Sports Philatelists International,
this 20-page monograph discusses the origin of the cards,
their classification, and illustrates all 28 varieties.
US$7 or €5 postpaid worldwide
For more information or to place an order, please visit:
www.sportstarnps.org/huygens_monograph.html
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2012 Olympic Mascots - Wenlock and Mandeville

The mascots of the 2012 Olympic Games, Wenlock, and the 2012 Paralympic Games,
Mandeville have been unveiled on May 21st., 2010, and were greeted with the usual mixed
reviews.
Now that a few weeks have passed, and a number of images have been released, the concept
of these characters and back-story created for them seems to be extremely well thought out. The
names lead to enquiries about their origin, and the answer is very educational and promotes
further enquiry into the roles of Much Wenlock and Stoke Mandeville in the development of the
modern Olympic Games and the Paralympic Games.
The story, background and video of the mascots is available at:
http://www.mylondon2012.com/mascots/
The form of the mascots as a semifluid metal (shades of terminator!)
allows them to adapt to sporting
poses and 'reflect' and colour
scheme. It will be interesting to see
how the plush toy industry adapts the
mascots, but for manufacturers in
reflective materials there will be
interesting opportunities.

Above and below: Wenlock and Mandeville discover the origin of their names.
The website really needs to be
visited to understand the concept
of these little characters. I suspect
that they will really grow on us over
the next two years.
Souvenirs are promised for release
in July 2010.
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PIN COLLECTING FOR THE 2012 OLYMPIC GAMES
By Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and the pin
traders. Pin trading is sometimes referred to as the largest "spectator sport" of the Olympic
Games. It is great fun onto itself and a great way for the average person to become more
involved in the Olympics. It is also a terrific way to meet and interact with people before, during
and after the Games.
We (Sid Marantz and Bud Kling) have been to 25 Olympics between us. Sid has been trading
pins since 1976 and Bud since 1983. We are both members of numerous collecting
organizations in addition to the SOC. We have been involved in pin trading in official capacities
with Games Organizing Committees, Olympic sponsors, pin licensees and the World Olympian
Association since 1998. We have written articles in various publications, have taught pin trading
to novices, conducted pin trading seminars and given countless interviews to the worldwide
media since the mid 1990's. We have attended most of the IOC World Collectors' Fairs both in
Switzerland and other parts of the world in addition to literally hundreds of other pin shows. We
are both members of the International Society of Olympic Historians.
All of this is important, but we think what qualifies us most to help people in Great Britain get up
to speed and embrace this area of Olympic collecting is our love of pin trading and the Olympic
Games. Pin trading is more than just assembling a pleasing collection. It is also many (and if you
are like Bud and Sid; thousands of) individual interactions with all types of people and just as
many memories. We have traded pins with Heads of State and other politicians, Olympic
Champions and other athletes, high ranking executives and employees of some of the largest
companies in the world, celebrities, Olympic staff and volunteers, members of the media, expert
collectors, people making their first pin trade, people with pins we really want and with others
who don't have a pin we really need but want to trade with us. Some of our most satisfying
experiences have been with this novice group. Many of them involved trading with children. It has
been said, you are collecting more than pins. You are collecting memories.You are helping to
develop new pin collectors. You are helping grow and sustain the hobby.

We plan to have an article in each issue of Torch Bearer leading up to the Games. Topics we
want to cover will include the history of Olympic pins and pin trading, categories of pins, an in
depth look at these categories with input from experts in each area, ways to store and display
your collection, techniques for trading, other ways to acquire pins, current news, pin licensees
and the like. We will also be glad to answer questions and print these and our responses as
space permits. We will also be happy to deal with any other topics you feel are important. Please
just let us know. Now lets get started!

HISTORY OF PINS
So how did all this begin? Among experts, there are differences of opinion. We will present ours
recognizing the fact that others may disagree and wish to present different scenarios.
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The first issue we need to address is: What exactly is an Olympic pin? Some feel that the
cardboard discs used by athletes, judges and officials at the first Olympic games in 1896 in
Athens, Greece to identify individuals involved in the Games were the precursors to pins and that
people who wore them traded them to each other. We have two problems with this concept. First,
the only differences among all these discs were that they came in three different colors and,
other than that, were identical to each other. There would be no logical reason to exchange them
although no one can be certain this did not happen, however illogical it seems. The second issue
is more fundamental. These cardboard discs were really identification badges, which in
subsequent Games were made of metal and other materials and became quite elaborate and
diverse over the years. They were eventually replaced by laminated photo identification badges
that you see hanging from a ribbon around the necks of accredited individuals today. Olympic
accreditation badges are an important and distinct Olympic collectable category in their own right
but will be excluded from this discussion. In the past, the terms "pin" and "badge" have been
used somewhat interchangeably and this has led to some confusion. For us, badges are not
Olympic pins and we will not use the term badge to refer to a pin.

With that in mind, when did the first true pin appear at an Olympic Games? The answer is that we
do not know for sure. At other competitions, before the beginning of the 20th Century, some
individuals would wear pins from their associations, towns and clubs. There is evidence these
came with competitors to the early Games. These were not Olympic pins in the strict sense.
Many collectors believe that the pin issued to the Swedish team for the 1906 Intercalated Games
held in Athens was the first true Olympic pin. The International Olympic Committee, however,
does not recognize this event as an Olympic Games. Therefore one has to say that the first pins
issued for an Olympics, recognized as such by the IOC, were those issued by Sweden, now
joined by Canada and perhaps others, for the 1908 Olympic games in London. As far as we
know, neither the London Games Organizers nor the Great Britain team issued a pin in 1908. In
1912, the first commercial souvenir pin was issued and sold to the public to help raise funds for
the Stockholm Games. Great Britain produced its first team pin for the 1924 Games in Paris. If
there are earlier pins than these, we are not aware of them.
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After 1908, more and more countries produced limited amounts of pins but pin trading stayed low
key and was enjoyed primarily by "Olympic insiders" (Athletes and Officials) until the Winter and
Summer games of 1936 in Germany. Over one million souvenir pins were sold to the public for
Garmish-Partenkirchen and Berlin to help finance these Games. 1936 was also the year the first
print media pin was produced.
Based on interviews with people who attended the post war Olympic Games beginning with
London in 1948, Olympic pin trading stayed primarily among insiders. In London, pin trading
among spectators was pretty well confined to Football pin collectors that came to London to see
the Games. They brought their Football pins and, according to those that participated, had a
grand time trading primarily football pins. After the war, the first sponsor and broadcast media
pins appeared. Coca Cola, the longest continuous Olympic sponsor, issued their first pin at the
Sapporo Winter Games in 1972.
Most of the written literature states that the "big bang" of Olympic pin trading, involving the
general spectating public and locals, occurred at the 1980 Winter Games in Lake Placid, New
York. While everyone who attended these games said the trading was fantastic and that all of the
main street was one big pin trading party, the first large scale pin trading occurred in Montreal in
1976. We don't need to rely on second hand accounts to confirm this, as one of your authors
(Sid) did his first serious pin trading here as a young man. He was one of hundreds of traders
who congregated near the main stadium daily to trade, buy and sell pins.
We did not attend the 1980 Moscow Games or the 1984 Winter Games in Sarajevo but the
Russians have a long history of pin collecting and we have seen enough of their 1980 Olympic
pins to conclude that pin activity was well taken care of at these Games. Sarajevo pins made it to
the States. They were nicely made and good looking but we have no knowledge of how trading
went at these Games.
In the summer of 1984, there was an explosion of pin collecting in Los Angeles. Along with huge
Corporate involvement, the relative affluence of the residents of LA and out of town spectators,
and a general propensity among Americans to collect things, the interest and the means to drive
the tin collecting fell into place. The hobby has never looked back. Los Angeles was also the site
of the first pin trading center. It was provided in a large tent across the street from the main
stadium by Budweiser, the official beer corporate sponsor. It was jammed all day and night.
In 1988, in Calgary, Coca Cola started the first of their pin trading centers. They have had
centers at every Olympic Games since Calgary and have been the sponsor that has done the
most, over the years, to promote the hobby. The movie, Cool Runnings, about the Jamaican
bobsled team that competed in Calgary has a scene in it that shows spectators trading pins. This
is our hobby's "Chariots of Fire".
In Seoul in 1988 there was much activity at the two Coca Cola pin trading centers and outside
the Olympic Athlete's Village. But the busiest place to trade, buy and sell pins was in a tourist
shopping area famous for copies of designer merchandise called Itiwan. It was similar to your
Petticoat Lane in London. Peddlers of all kinds plied there merchandise there and at first were
confused by pins. They saw pin traders descend on the area and do brisk business. Being the
resourceful business people that they were, it did not take them long to acquire pins from the
athletes, visitors and officials that came there to shop and soon they were competing for
customers with a degree of skill matching any long time pin collector.
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There was one Korean man who rode around on a motorcycle stopping people with pins. He told
us he was a professional pin collector with an unmatched NOC (country pin) collection and he
had pins from 115 countries. If you told him you had more and showed him one he did not have,
rather than trade with you, he rode off in frantic search of that pin. You would run into him
another time and he would proudly tell you he had found that pin and many others. Our hobby
has its share of characters
In, 1992, the momentum maintained itself in Albertville and Barcelona. We did not attend the
Albertville Games, but we have heard from friends that the French, who have a long history of pin
collecting, were enthusiastic, knowledgeable traders. Pins depicting the American basketball
"Dream Team" were all the rage in Barcelona among people of all nationalities, especially the
Spanish. The people of Barcelona really embraced the Games and were especially fond of their
mascot, Cobi. Today, almost 20 years after these Games, Spanish collectors are still trying to run
down some elusive Cobi pins.
Many traders who attended the 1994 Winter games in Lillihammer fondly refer to these games as
the most enjoyable for pin trading as it was the last time Games were held in a small mountain
village. The Norwegian hosts were knowledgeable and excited about Olympic pins. It has been
said that the number of pins produced for these games would allow every Norwegian to have
something like 7 pins each; an amazing testimonial to the passion for pins these Games
generated.
Atlanta, 1996, saw millions of pins of all categories eagerly exchanged by thousands of people in
Centennial Olympic Park and all over town. Coca Cola, whose corporate headquarters is located
in Atlanta really pulled out all the stops. They created a pin club called the Olympic Pin Society
and made many official pins both exclusive to the club and for general sale to the public. They
produced a handbook, many newsletters and other materials for the hobby. Your authors were
heavily involved in helping prepare these materials.
Nagano, in 1998, was perhaps the most frenzied of any Olympics for the hobby. The Japanese
went crazy for pins but very few were produced for the Games by the pin licensee. They
disappeared right away and so the demand for pins was left to be met by Westerners who
arrived with their "trader" pins; both old and new. The Japanese did not have pins to trade but still
wanted them so they bought them. Any pin, old or new, rare or common sold for very high prices.
In an area behind the central train station, an impromptu, bazaar like area arose. It was chaos
and was aptly nicknamed "the mosh pit". Japanese buyers were 10 deep in front of every pin
trader/seller. Fortunes were made. On a daily basis, the Coca Cola pin trading center had long
lines of people waiting for hours in the freezing cold before the Center opened to buy Coke pins.
By the end of the Games, Coke also had run out of pins. You had to have been there to believe
it. Veteran pin dealers have been rooting for Japanese cities to win a bid to host a future Games.

Sidney 2000 will be fondly remembered for the warmth of the locals, the spectacular setting of
the city and the very favorable monetary exchange rate. Four Aussie pin licensees provided a
great variety of pins and trading at Darling Harbor and at Homebush Bay was quite enjoyable
and active but never reached the scale of Nagano. Nothing else ever has. Sydney will also be
remembered for the biggest pin event ever staged. In 1999, at their "one year to go" celebration,
they had an 18 hour pin extravaganza with over 200 trader tables at Darling Harbor. Over 50,000
people attended the event.
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In Salt Lake City, 2002 the pin licensee produced a pin depicting a bowl of green Jello which is a
favorite desert of people from Utah. This pin, which retailed for a few dollars rose to over $200 on
the aftermarket. It stimulated a large series of pins called "the food group". Some of the more
bizarre examples of this category included a slice of pizza pin and a grilled cheese sandwich pin.
What any of this had to do with the Olympics is hard to imagine except that it added royalties to
help pay for the Games.
Athens, 2004 brought the Games back to their birthplace. Trading pins in the Plaka, the old
center of the city, in the shadow of the Ancient Acropolis, and in the modern complex of venues
known as the "common domain" gave a texture to these games that was unique.
Torino, 2006 had a complex called the Olympic Sponsor Village, which was like a small Expo,
housing a cluster of sponsor pavilions open to the public. Coca Cola had an excellent pin trading
center there and it became the hub of pin trading. In fact, as large as the center was, it could not
accommodate the crowds and trading spilled onto the main plaza of the Village. PS, the food was
great.
Beijing, 2008 was the 500 pound gorilla of the Olympic Games. The Organizing Committee and
the Chinese Government spared no expense in making sure China showed is best to the world.
This also carried over to pin trading. Coca Cola had 4 pin trading centers which were jammed at
all times. This was also the first time a Coca Cola Pin Trading Center was located in the Athletes'
Village.Tthe common domain, home of the Water Cube and Bird's Nest stadium, became a giant,
9 square kilometer pin party. Sponsor personnel and guests, athletes, foreign visitors, the media
and Chinese volunteers and locals were all wearing and trading pins. Being a part of this kind of
experience is the essence of the hobby.
The Vancouver Games of 2010 have just concluded and the pin trading there was, and
continues to be, fantastic. At multiple locations, including 3 Coke Pin Trading Centers, and
embraced by the people of Canada, these games had some of the best pin trading ever. Expect
to see a great many of these new Canadian pin traders in London in a couple of years trading for
your new, hot pins. You will know who they are. They will be wearing their red mittens.
The next chapter in our hobby's history is now waiting to be
written. Members of your Society and a growing number of
pin traders in London will become the core of our next great
adventure. The 2012 pin licensee, Hanov, has many exciting
programs planned to build excitement for the hobby. We will
be hearing more from Hanov on an ongoing basis. Pins have
already been released and are being actively pursued. This
new core of British traders and collectors will be joined by Sid
and Bud and, we imagine, thousands like us from all over the
world for what will be great pin trading and a great Olympic
Games; London 2012! Frankly it can't come soon enough
for us.
If you have any questions, comments or suggestions please email us at either:
Sid, sidmarantz@aol.com or Bud, palilOs@aol.com.
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Philatelic History of the International Olympic Committee
Sessions - Part 2
Brian Hammond
Part 1 of this series was published in Torch Bearer Volume 26 issue 4 December 2009.
Note —If no mention is made of a sessions this indicates that the author has no knowledge of any
philatelic material for that session. Additional information is welcome.
77th Session 1st -3rd February, 1976 - Innsbruck, Austria
This session was held at the time of the XII Winter Olympic Games. Austria issued two postal
stationery cards value 1.50 and 2.50 with imprinted stamps the cards including the games logo.
Figs 27-28.
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78th Session 13 -17th & 19th July, 1976 - Montreal, Canada
Canada hosted the XXI Summer Olympic Games and the 78th session of the IOC. Canada post
used a special cancelation for the session. As is common practice with Canada post these
include both English and French wording. Note the two versions of this postmark with large and
small date. Fig. 29.
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Fig. 30

80th Session 16th - 20th May, 1978 - Athens,
Greece
Greece celebrated this session by issuing
two stamps. Designs show the lighting of the
Olympic torch at Olympia and the start of the
100 meters race at Athens in 1896. Fig. 32.
Fig. 32

7th
81st Session 4th Aril, 1979 - Montevideo, Uruguay
Uruguay also issued a stamp in connection with this session Fig. 33. There was also a cachet
Fig 34. A stamp of the same design but different in colour and value appeared as part of a
miniature sheet Fig. 35. This sheet was also to commemorate the 1980 winter games. It was
issued both perforated and imperforated. The imperforated version included the Olympic rings in
black printed across the centre of the sheet.
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82nd Session 9th - 13th February, 1980 - Lake Placid, U.S.A.
The only item I know of from this session is a privately overprinted postal
stationery showing a lady figure skater on a 14c imprinted stamp Fig 36. Note
the date of the meetings from the 10th to the 12th February 1980 shown on the
card, however the 9th to the 13th dates above are shown in a number of
publications including the Olympic Century Volume 19 and the IOC one
hundred year's volume 11.

18th July,
J
1980 - Moscow, U.S.S.R.
83`d Session 14th For Moscow the USSR issued a postal stationery envelope with a 4k
blue stamp Fig. 37. A special cancelation incorporating the Olympic
rings was also used Fig 38.

< Fig. 38

Fig. 37
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84th Session 23td. 29th September & 2" October, 1981 - Baden Baden, Germany
This session was held in connection with the 11th Olympic Congress. For illustrations of related
philatelic material see the article on the Olympic Congress published in Torch Bearer Volume 26
issue 3
85th Session 26th - 29th May, 1982 - Rome, Italy
The IOC returned to Rome for their 85th Session. Two special cancellations were used often on
a special plain envelope or a commemorative aerogramme produced for this session see fig 3839. In addition Italy produced an official card and a souvenir sheet of labels, each featured a
horse and rider above the Olympic rings. Fig 40.
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Fig. 40

th
86th Session 25th - 29 March, 1983
New Delhi, India
India issued a stamp, first day cover
and a special cancellation on the 25th
March 1983 showing the Olympic
rings. This was issued from about 40
different locations in India. Figs 41a &
41b.
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86TH SESSION OF IOC
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87th Session 4th - 6th February, 1984 - Sarajevo, Yugoslavia
The 87th session took place during the XIV Winter Games. Special covers with a special
cancellation were in use Fig 42

88th Session 24th - 26th July, 1984 - Los Angeles,
U.S.A.
The only item known from the 88th session held during
the XIII summer games is a publicity cancel Fig 43.

Fig. 43

90th Session 3rd - 5th June, 1985 - East Berlin, East
Germany
The DDR issued a special stamp showing an Olympic Flag with
an attached perforated label showing the flame. Two special
cancellations, one with a flag, the second with a building were
also used. Fig 44/45 show examples of both used before the
event. The building postmark was issued with Berlin 1050 as
illustrated and Berlin 1025. Commemorative registration
labels printed in red were used at the post office servicing the
session Fig. 46.
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Fig. 45
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91st Session 12th -17`h October, 1986 - Lausanne, Switzerland
The 91st session returned to Lausanne, now known as the Olympic City because it hosts the
headquarters of the International Olympic Committee and is also home to the IOC Museum and
Study Centre. Switzerland issued a stamp with the Olympic rings to mark this event and it was
used on two covers from the IOC to mark the 91st session. Note also the special cancellation.
See fig 47/48.
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91 st I.O.C. Session
LAUSANNE
12 - 17 Oct. 1986
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Following the commercial success of the 1984 summer Games in Los Angeles, USA many
countries sought the right to host both the Summer and Winter Games in contrast to the late
1970's when it became difficult to find a suitable host resulting from the security issues raised by
events in Munich and the cost of the Montreal games. From now on Bid cities competed with
each other to host each games, resulting in the production of a wide range of material to
promote their bids. Only one city could be submitted by a National Olympic Committee, resulting
in national competitions to secure N.O.C. support. Additional material appeared in support of
these national competitions. Material produced included stamps, postal stationery, postmarks,
labels, postcards, telephone cards, leaflets and pins. This series of articles will only cover postal
material issued by countries whose bid made the IOC short list for the final presentations and
vote by the IOC members.
At the 91st session the IOC voted for the
host city for both the 1992 winter games
won by Albertville, France and the 1992
summer games won by Barcelona, Spain.
This was to be the last year that both
games were to be held in the same year.
See figs 49/55 for sample material.
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Fig. 49
Albertville,
France
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Fig. 50
Albertville,
France

Fig. 51
Berchtesgaden,
Germany
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Sofia, Bulgaria
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Fig. 53 - Birmingham, Great Britain
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Fig. 54
Barcelona,
Spain
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Anchorage,
U.S.A
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BEIJING 2008 - SPORTS Philatelic Material :
Covers, Postmarks, Maxi-cards, Postal Stationery
(including specimens), Stamps, Sheets, Phonecards.
Please notify your wants list. All other themes can be
supplied.
Please email in the first instance
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Shaoqi Wu
P. 0. Box 1018
238100 Hanshan, Anhui
P. R. China
stampcn@yahoo.com

SOC — 2009 Souvenirs
Price
No. To pay
Description
£2
London 2012 Open Weekend — 1'1 Class
£2
London 2012 Open Weekend — Airmail
50p
Penny Brookes bicentenary postcard mint
Penny Brookes SmartStamp - 2n" uprated (posted £2
at Much Wenlock 13 August 2009)
SmartStamp First Day Covers 22 October 2009
Athletics/aquatics Recorded Delivery Stratford £1.50
SS2009-3T
[ink-let] with transit cancel
£1.75
SS2009-3A
Athletics/aquatics Airmail [laser]
£1.50
SS2009-3B
Athletics/aquatics 2ntl Class [tasert.
£4
Badminton -RD (signed for) Wembley [ink.jetl,
SS2009-4
£1.75
Badminton Airmail [laser]
SS2009-4A
£1.50
SS2009-4B
Badminton 2"' Class [laser]
£4
Basketball - RD Churchill Place (LOCOG/02)
SS2009-5
£1.75
Basketball Airmail [laser]
SS2009-5A
£1.50
SS2009-5B
Basketball 2nd Class [laser]
£4
Canoe Slalom - RD Waltham Cross [ink jet]
SS2009-6
£1.75
Canoe Slalom Alrmail [laser]
SS2009-6A
£1.50
SS2009-68 --! Canoe Slalom 2ftd Class [laser]
£4
Weightlift!Judo — RD Freemasons Rd (ExCel)
SS2009-7
£1.75
Weightlifting/judo Airmail [laser]
SS2009-7A
£1.50
Weightlifting/judo 2" Class [laser]
SS2009-7B
£1 75
Society of Olympic Collectors Airmail 'laser)
SS2009-8A
£1 50
Society of Olympic Collectors 2"a class [laser]
SS2009-8B
£3
SOC + Archery - RD St. John's Wood (Lords)
S52009-8C
SOC + Boccie - RD StratfordlinUe126/10j
SS2009-8D
£3
£3
SOC + Equestrian - RD Greenwich [inkiet 26/10]
SS2009-8E
£23.50
SS2009-3T, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8C-E [8 covers]
Set-RD
£8
SS2009-3B to 8B [6 covers]
Set-SS
First Day Covers with Special Handstamps 22 October 2009 (single. stamp
£1.50
11516
' Games1 Wembley - Athletics stamp
£1,50
Countdown Stratford - Weightlifting stamp
11517
Archers Close - Archery stamp
11518
s... 1 50 t
£1.50
11522
Disciplines Flag 7 Aquatic stamp
£1.50
11523
1 Disciplines Stars - Boccie stamp
1 Shuttlecock - Badminton stamp
£1.50
11524
Disciplines Athletics - Athletics stamp
11525
Disciplines Equestrian - Equestrian stamp
£1.50
11526
1 £1.50
Disciplines Canoe - canoe slalom stamp
11527
EFAA - Archery stamp
£1.50
11528
- Kuzushi Judo -Judo stamp
£1.50
11529
Stylised Athlete -Basketball stamp
11531
£1.50

Number
SS2009-1
SS2009-1A
M--Vir
-SS2009-2

Yngling Weymouth (on Weymouth Olympic card)
£2
11519
Ben Ainslie (2008 Handover stamp)
£2
11520
14 covers/card as above
£20
Set-FD
World £2 per order
Europe £1
UK 50p
Postage
£
PayPal marathonCW.societvotolymoiccollectors.orq
Total
Payable
Send to Bob Wilcock 24 Hamilton Crescent, Brentwood, CM14 5ES with your name & address

Olympic Games Memorabilia
Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service
Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.

Ingrid O'Neil
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 872048, Vancouver WA 98687 USA
Tel. (360) 834-5202 + Fax (360) 834-2853
www.ioneil.com 4 ingridaioneil.com
O

